
 
Q&A 

How would you describe the new addition? 

The addition is conceived as a freestanding pavilion that sits at the boundary between Major's 
Hill Park and the Fairmont Château Laurier Hotel, distinctly defining the northern edge of the 
Park.  The addition embodies a tasteful and restrained modern aesthetic, in keeping with its 
character as a respectful neighbour to the much-beloved Hotel, rather than attempting to imitate 
its grand historical style. 

The addition incorporates a series of architectural strategies including a lower overall height and 
delicate massing to ensure it remains subordinate and complementary to the Hotel.  

 How is this new design different from the original? 

The new design is a single 8-storey edifice as opposed to the original 11 and 12-storey addition. 
As well, its proposed roofline showcases the Hotel’s signature copper turrets. Attention has 
been given to the viewpoints from Parliament Hill and the National War Memorial, allowing a 
distinct separation of 18.35 metres from the west or canal side wing of the Hotel building, 
instead of the 5.9 metres in the previous scheme.  

The East façade is much less imposing; it’s now stepped back with the angle of the property 
line. Overall the addition is clearly subordinate to the Hotel through this reduction in massing 
and scale. 

 What is the materiality of the proposed addition?    

The material palette of the addition is white steel, clear glass and patterned fritted glass. The 
east and west façades of the addition have large areas of glass with a frit ‘rosette’ pattern. The 
pattern is derived from the rosette patterns that are found within the coffered ceilings of the 
Château`s ballroom. Limestone is added on the ground floor of the east façade and natural 
rough-hewn stone is added at the base of the west façade to pick up on the natural rock wall.  

The chosen materials give the addition a lighter quality that appears as a foil or counterpoint to 
the heavier limestone and copper of the historic castle.  

How many suites will be part of the addition? 

The new design features meeting rooms on the main floor with connectivity to the inner 
courtyard, as well as the Hotel’s ballroom. The floors 2 through 8 will feature 171 beautifully 
appointed suites, providing spectacular views of the Nation’s Capital. The previous design plans 
offered 218 suites.  

 

 

 



Will the new plan provide for parking? 

Parking remains in high demand in the downtown core.  As such, the new addition will feature a 
5-storey underground parking garage with 370 vehicular spaces.   

Another important improvement will be the reduction in service deliveries to the Hotel. All mid 
and small size delivery trucks will enter the underground garage for access to a new loading 
dock below grade.  For the 18 wheel or tandem delivery vehicles there is a specially designated 
enclosed space located just to the left of the parking garage entry and set back from the street.  
Currently, all deliveries happen in full public view along Mackenzie Avenue.  

How will the new addition connect the Hotel and its surroundings? 

Larco Investments Ltd., is committed to the community, and as such, has ensured that this new 
development will allow for visual connectivity to Major’s Hill Park, Mackenzie Avenue and the 
Rideau Canal Terrace. The new hallway leading from inside the existing hotel, known as the 
Adam Corridor, will be extended into the new addition, by way of a glass enclosed passage 
way. In the future, it will have the potential to open up and lead to Major`s Hill Park. 

How did the new design come to be? 

There has been ongoing dialogue with staff and input from the general public that has 
influenced the new design. As well, the City established a Heritage Working Group (HWG) 
composed of experts in the fields of architecture and landscape architecture. There were a total 
of three Heritage Working Group meetings to address the concerns identified with the original 
design. Recommendations from the HWG were incorporated into the new design.  

What are some of the proposed landscape features? 

Larco Investments Ltd., proposes to replace the windows on the north wall of the Château 
Laurier Hotel`s most impressive ballroom, with majestic doors that will lead guests into the new 
interior courtyard.  

Landscape features will include Indiana Limestone planters and paving stones with over 40 
Autumn Blaze Maples and Green Juniper trees. In addition, varieties of ornamental grasses will 
adorn the courtyard and extensive green roofs and pollinator and vegetable kitchen gardens will 
be located atop the new addition and the existing hotel building.  

What are the next steps? 

With the formal resubmission of the proposed design for the consideration under the ongoing 
site plan approval process, City staff will be circulating the plans for technical and public 
comment before preparing a recommendation to Planning Committee and Council.  
 
As part of the public engagement activities, the City will host a public open house on February 
28 to allow residents to comment on the new submission. Information can be found on the City’s 
website at: https://ottawa.ca/en/chateau-laurier-addition as well as on Larco Investments Ltd., 
website at http://chateauvision.ca/en/home/. 
 



 When could construction begin? 
Larco will consider the start of the construction process in early 2019, provided all approvals 
have been granted. 
 

What other hotel properties does Larco own in Canada?	 

Larco Investments Ltd. also owns the Toronto Sheraton Airport Convention Centre, Toronto City 
Centre Marriott Hotel, Toronto Marriott Yorkville Hotel, Fairmont Hotel Vancouver, and 
Richmond Sheraton Airport Hotel and Convention Centre. 

Who makes up the Larco Team on this proposed addition? 

The team members include from Larco, Art Phillips the Director of Development, Peter Clewes, 
Principal at ArchitectsAlliance, Robert Cadeau, Associate at ArchitectsAlliance, Derek Lee, 
Principal at PWL Partnerships, Kaja Cerveny, Senior Associate  at Douglas Associates, Michael 
McClelland, Michael McClelland, Principal at  ERA Architects Inc., Dennis Jacobs, Principal and 
Suzanne Valiquet, Engagement and Consultation at Momentum Planning and Communications, 
David Hook, Project Engineer, IBI Transportation Engineers, John Cooke, President, John G. 
Cooke & Associates Ltd. Structural Engineering Services, and Wojciech Remisz, Principal, 
Remisz Consulting Engineers. 

  


